Assistant of the Application Operation Services in a DEV/OPS  
220,- CZK per hour

**Join for 2 months** our team of Application Operation Services (AOS)!

Our team is responsible for the operation and development of various applications for our Energy Traders and for building and developing the Amazon AWS Cloud environment inside of the Business IT. You will support our team with the documentation of our applications services and cloud solutions as well as with the dispatching of the daily DEV/OPS operation.

**What will be your role in the team?**
- Update & creation of new technical documentation of the Application
- Dispatching of the mailbox and tickets
- Support with re-design of the AOS intranet site

**Who we are looking for...**
- Student of Technical University - Computer Science related field in the 3rd or 4th year
- Willing to work as per agreed time model, which will usually be 4 hours within business day (in between 9:00 – 17:00)
- Approximately 2 months cooperation based on contract DPP (“dohoda o provedení práce”)
- With advance knowledge of English

**Offer from us...**
- On the job professional development with experienced developers
- Job position in the international environment
- Notebook
- Refreshment (fruit, soft drinks, various coffee choice)
- Fun & Relax room (small fitness, table tenis, darts, table football, massage chair, yoga classes)
- Informal and friendly working atmosphere in brand new offices in Prague 1 downtown (metro Můstek or Národní třída – walking distance 5 minutes)

**INTERESTED? Send your CV to.....**

jobs.prague@alpiq.com

www.alpiq.com    www.alpiq.cz